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Message from the CEO

Measurement is the Mother of Innovation

Representative Director, President & CEO Shinichiro Kuroe

Smartphones, computers, cars, consumer electronics, and many other products we use 
every day rely on semiconductors. Advantest’s semiconductor test equipment plays a 
crucial role in consumer safety and security: Chipmakers use our tools to ensure that 
semiconductors function properly, and that they perform up to spec, eliminating 
flawed devices and passing good ones.

In 2014, wireless communication infrastructure demand in China and smartphone 
production growth were among the factors that spurred worldwide demand for 
semiconductors, which in turn drove significant sales of our test equipment and 
peripheral products. Going forward, we will continue to refine our test technologies to 
support device trends and to meet the evolving needs of our customers.

But that is only the beginning of the Advantest story. The technologies we have 
amassed over 60 years have already found new, wide-ranging applications in fields 
beyond the semiconductor test sector. For instance, our electron-beam measurement 
tools and lithography systems, which depend on nanotechnology, have been well 
received as leading-edge production equipment for the next generation of semi-
conductor process shrinks. Meanwhile, our terahertz systems, which utilize terahertz 
waves to perform non-destructive internal analysis of samples, are riding a wave of
high expectations from diverse industrial sectors.

Be it voltage, current, or time, Advantest’s technologies can measure it with 
unparalleled precision and efficiency. I think of measurement as the wellspring of all 
technology, which supports innovation in every field of endeavor. This is also 
Advantest’s core strength. Drawing on decades of knowledge and expertise, we will 
continue to drive innovation in measurement and test as we evolve in step with our 
customers worldwide.
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The ADVANTEST Way

The ADVANTEST Way and the Code of Conduct provide a set of rules and standards of 
behavior that all executives and employees must observe when carrying out the 
Group's global corporate activities, At Advantest, we take a global perspective when 
implementing our company management and our social and environmental 
activities so that we may use our cutting-edge measurement and testing tech-
nologies to fulfill the expectations that our customers and all of our stakeholders 
throughout the world hold for us.

Technology Support on the Leading Edge
We will continuously improve ourselves so that we can offer technology, products and 
services that will satisfy our customers worldwide, and contribute to development of 
society through development of the most advanced technology.

In line with our Corporate Mission and Corporate Mantra, we at Advantest aim to 
achieve a sustainable level of business development while enhancing our corporate 
value. ADVANTEST respects each of its stakeholders and strives to maintain harmony 
with society in all its operations while contributing to the goal of a sustainable society.

　・We work in harmony with society to preserve the environment and reduce
 our footprint.
　・We strive to consistently deliver high-quality products and services to
 our customers.
　・We appropriately return profits to our shareholders and disclose information
 appropriately to our investors.
　・We are committed to cooperation with our suppliers in the interests of
 mutual prosperity.
　・We treat our employees fairly, and constantly endeavor to improve their
 working environment.

Corporate Mission

Quest for the Essence
We will invariably pursue the sources of phenomena and seek their essence, so that 
we can find correct solutions.

Corporate Mantra

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Policy

Regulations, Rules,
Criteria, Manuals, Actions

The ADVANTEST Way

“Technology Support
on the Leading Edge”

“Quest for the Essence”

The Code of Conduct

Corpo-
rate
Mission

Corporate
Mantra

CSR Policy

Six Ethical Principles
Ethical Standards
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ADVANTEST at a Glance

In the more than 60 years since Advantest was founded in 
1954, we have developed a range of businesses around our 
core electronic measurement technologies. Anticipating the 
explosive growth of the semiconductor industry, we entered 
the test equipment market in the 1970s. Today, Advantest is 
a global leader in semiconductor test equipment, driving 
the market with our innovations.

For 27 consecutive years, Advantest has
ranked in the top 10 for customer satis-
faction, as recorded by the annual Cus-
tomer Satisfaction Survey conducted by
market research firm VLSIresearch.

Advantest is listed on the 1st section of the Tokyo Stock 
exchange (ticker: 6857) and the NYSE (ticker: ATE). Our 
global presence enables better communication with 
investors and reinforces our brand.

Six Decades

27
For 27 consecutive years, Advantest has
ranked in the top 10 for customer satis-
faction, as recorded by the annual Cus-
tomer Satisfaction Survey conducted by

6857 &  ATE

More than 20,000 Advantest test systems and more than 
6,000 of our handlers are installed at customer facilities 
worldwide, supporting the semiconductor supply chain.

0.000 000 01meters
(=10 nanometers)

Advantest’s eBeam measurement equipment and EB 
lithography tools support leading-edge semiconductor 
processes at the 1Xnm node, supplying the extraordinary 
precision required for patterns smaller than 20 nanometers. 
One million nanometers could fit in the period on the end of 
this sentence.

Advantest’s approximately 4,500 employees are spread 
across fifty countries. Our diverse workforce is the source of 
our competitive strength.

(As of March 2015)

Consecutive
Years

UNITS
(As of March 2015)
Countries
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ADVANTEST in our Lives

You live it.  We measure it.  Life, tested by Advantest.

Communication Safety

EntertainmentEducation Healthcare
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Business Segments

Semiconductor and Component Test Systems
Our flagship product line of semiconductor test systems deliver 
high productivity and coverage for diverse device types, 
supporting our customers’ evolving needs, 
and sustaining our leading global market share in this market.

Mechatronics Systems
Advantest’s mechatronics products support our customers 
in the semiconductor industry across a broad range of needs. 
Our test handlers and device interfaces are essential to efficient test processes, 
while our nanotechnology products, 
including wafer / mask measurement tools and lithography systems, 
contribute to leading-edge device development. 

Services, Support & Others
From installation and maintenance to high-added-value solutions, 
such as applications that maximize utilization rates, 
Advantest’s global service and support network helps our customers 
to get the most out of our products. In our New Business Segments, 
our measurement technologies are finding new applications,
and opening up new markets with ground-breaking products.

Technology Support on the Leading Edge

Semiconductor & 
Component Test Systems

Mechatronics Systems
Services, Support & Others

Since 1954, Advantest’s measurement technologies have contributed to 
the safety and security of end users around the globe. To provide the 
advanced solutions and services that meet the needs of our customers, 
we strive continuously to improve. Our commitment to ongoing innova-
tion keeps us on the leading edge of technological progress.
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■ Semiconductor Test Systems
Semiconductor test systems are used for testing semiconductor devices during production to ensure they 
function properly. Since different types of devices have different functions, they must be tested separately, 
using test systems that support their performance specifications.

■ EVA（Evolutionary Value Added Measurement System）
Advantest’s groundbreaking new Evolutionary Value 
Added Measurement System (EVA) provides power-
ful support for analog, sensor, mixed signal IC, and 
other semiconductor devices, from R&D through
to volume production. EVA combines superior 
measurement precision and system scalability with 
an intuitive user interface that does not require the 
use of programming languages. It offers the benefits 
of a semiconductor test system and an electronic 
measurement instrument̶all in one.

■ Burn-In Systems
Burn-in systems apply thermal and electrical stress 
to weed out faulty devices at an early stage in the 
semiconductor manufacturing process.

■ Electronic Measurement Instruments
Our lineup of RF measurement instruments in-
cludes cross domain analyzers, which can simul-
taneously measurement the phases of two signals 
with a single instrument; spectrum analyzers;
board and network analyzers, and more. Offering 
electromagnetic wave characteristics evaluation 
and electromagnetic interference (EMI) solutions, 
among other functions, they are used by customers 
in a wide range of industries.

EVA100

B6700

U3800 Series

Non-Memory Test Systems
These test systems employ modular configurations
so that their performance boards can easily be ex-
changed to flexibly support the requirements of
testing diverse non-memory devices, such as micro-
processors, applications processors, communica-
tions ICs, power ICs, and others.

Advantest also supplies display driver IC test sys-
tems, which test the chips used in the touch panels
of smartphones, flat-screen televisions, and other
displays. With a worldwide installed base of more
than 1,500 units, our display driver IC test systems
are the global standard in this market.

V93000 T2000 T6391

T5833

Memory Test Systems
Our memory test systems contribute to customer productivity by testing DRAM, NAND, and other memory 
devices with high-quality, high-speed, highly parallel capabilities unmatched in the field.

T5503HS

Semiconductor & Component Test Systems
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■ MVM-SEM®
Utilizing electron beams, Advantest’s scanning electron microscopes measure 3D 
patterns on wafers and photomasks, providing real-time data on width, height, and 
side-wall measurement.

*MVM-SEM® = Multi Vision Metrology Scanning Electron Microscope
※ MVM-SEM is either a registered trademark or a trademark of Advantest Corporation in Japan,
　 the United States and other countries.

■ EB Lithography Systems
Advantest’s EB lithography tools also utilize 
electron beams to etch patterns directly on 
substrates such as wafers with the nanoscale 
precision required at the 1Xnm node.

Test Cells
Advantest uniquely manufactures and provides customers with complete semiconductor 
test cell solutions encompassing test systems, test handlers, and device interfaces. These 
“test cells” significantly boost device quality and production efficiency, and have been 
widely adopted by customers.

E3310E3640

F7000

M6245 M4871

Probe Card Change Kit

■ Test handlers
Handlers deliver packaged devices to test systems at high speed, and automatically sort them into pass / fail 
trays based on test results. Advantest’s handlers also provide thermal control functionality to manage the 
temperature requirements of various devices under test.

■ Device Interfaces
Devices differ in shape depending on type, requiring specialized device interfaces. Advantest’s DI products 
connect devices to test systems electronically and mechanically, with industry-leading precision.

Device interface

Test head

Test Handler

Test system mainframe

Mechatronics Systems
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New Businesses
In line with our medium-term objectives for sustainable growth, Advantest is incubating a range of new 
businesses. These groundbreaking products and technologies expand the boundaries of our existing 
businesses to offer innovative measurement solutions to customers in growth sectors. 

■ Wireless System Level Test
W2BI, Inc. is a member of the Advantest Group 
offering wireless device test automation products 
for the world’s top mobile operators and suppliers. 
Our system level test solutions ensure interoper-
ability across regions and carriers, assisting cus-
tomers worldwide to significantly improve their 
device quality and time-to-market.

■ CloudTestingTM Service
This on-demand test service, offered by Advantest 
subsidiary Cloud Testing Service, Inc., gives customers 
the ability to download test software from the cloud 
and run it on our compact test terminals (available for 
lease). CTS’s unique monthly fee structure brings 
world-class test IP within easy reach, making the 
service optimal for educators and researchers.

■ SSD Test Systems
The expansion of data traffic worldwide
is driving increased demand for high-end 
data servers, which utilize solid state drives 
(SSDs). Our solid state drive test systems 
are poised to support projected growth in 
SSD production volumes.

■ Terahertz Spectroscopy and Imaging Analysis Systems
Utilizing terahertz waves, Advantest’s terahertz systems 
enable non-destructive analysis of samples that cannot be 
analyzed with existing technologies such as ultrasound and 
infrared. They offer a new evaluation method to customers 
in many fields, such as pharmaceuticals and leading-edge 
semiconductors.

MPT3000 TAS7500 Series

■ AirLoggerTM
This unique data logger measures temperatures at 
multiple points and transmits measurements wire-
lessly, massively improving efficiency by doing away
with cabling. It also enables easy measurement of 
temperatures in small, enclosed spaces and rota-
ting objects such as wheels.

Measurement of temperature of a 
rotating object.

2010

Launched sales of 3D analysis systems
utilizing terahertz technology

2012

Launched Cloud Testing Service, Inc.

2013

Entered the mobile system level
test business

2014

・Launched sales of SSD test systems
・Launched sales of the AirLogger™ AirLogger temperature

measurement unit.

CloudTestingTM Station

Click to view a video
introducing W2BI.

Services, Support & Others
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The Power to Support Optimal Solution Value
With a presence in 18 countries around the world, Advantest 
is always in place to support customers’ global supply 
chains. From system engineers who install and optimize 
new products in the shortest time possible, to field service 
engineers who maximize utilization rates, our service 
professionals further enhance the value of our solutions.

The Power to Deliver On Time
Advantest continuously applies the principle of kaizen 
improvement to improve product quality and productivity. 
In 2014, we consolidated our test system production 
operations at a single factory in Japan’s Gunma prefecture, 
dramatically reducing manufacturing lead times.

The Power to Develop Solutions
Engineers at Advantest’s R&D facilities in Japan, the USA, 
Germany, China, Singapore, and India bring unique 
strengths to our global R&D network. Working as a single 
team, they deliver the solutions customers need now, while 
developing basic and component technologies for future 
generations of Advantest products.

Advantest’s always-available support staff respond to customers’ 
evolving needs with superlative technological skills and manufacturing 
know-how. Our globally dispersed R&D, production, 
and service teams work together to deliver 
optimal solutions to customers around the world.

Global Teamwork
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Advantest values and respects all stakeholders, and strives to be a constructive presence in 
the communities where we operate. We proactively sponsor CSR activities that further our 
objectives of sustainable growth and corporate value enhancement.

At our Gunma R&D Center in Japan, a 17,000m2 
biotope supports many indigenous species of 
trees, shrubs, and grasses, which form a habitat 
for endangered animals. We also hold open days 
when local schoolchildren can experience the 
natural diversity of the biotope.

■ Advantest’s Biotope

■ Eco-Friendly Manufacturing
Advantest strives to minimize the environmental impact of our 
operations and products. At our Cheonan factory in South Korea, 
solar panels on the roof provide 20% of the factory’s electricity. 
Additionally, our “Green Products” meet strict in-house critera for 
environmental friendliness, with more products earning this 
distinction all the time.

■ Giving Back to Our Communities

Rebuilding Together
Advantest America, Inc. has participated for 10 years in the 
“Rebuilding Together Silicon Valley” project, which organizes 
volunteers to repair the homes of elderly and disabled residents.

Early-Childhood Education in Gambia
Advantest Europe GmbH and Bee Tillo e.V., a non-profit set 
up by Advantest employees, have built a kindergarten in 
the Gambian village of Tungina, and continue to support 
the teachers and children there.

Science Craft Days for Schoolchildren
In Japan, Advantest holds “Science Craft Days” for school-
children living near our facilities, where children are encour-
aged to discover the joy of making things with their own 
hands. 

Green Product Development Flow

Green Design Criteria

Eco product
certification

Product
environmental
assessment

New product Development

Pass・Elimination of harmful substances
・Recyclability
・Energy-efficient, fewer components,
  compact form factor

Inu tobana [dog tower flower] 
(Clinopodium micranthum)

Phaneroptera falcate,
a species of grasshopper

Japanese pygmy woodpecker
 (Picoides kizuki)

Japanese Oakblue
(Arhopala japonica) 

Fujibakama flower*
（Eupatorium Japonicum）

Japanese firefly
(Luciola cruciate)

* These species are on the “red list” of the Japanese Ministry of the Environment, meaning that they are nearing endangered status.

Tokyo Daruma bullfrog*
（Rana porosa）

Spot-billed duck
(Anas poecilorhyncha)

Grassland

Biodiversity at the Biotope

Woods Stream Pond

CSR Highlights
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Corporate Overview

Registered Name ADVANTEST CORPORATION

Head Office Address Shin Marunouchi Center Bldg., 1-6-2, Marunouchi,

 Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-0005, Japan

Established 1954

Stock Exchange Listings Tokyo Stock Exchange, 1st Section (Code: 6857)

 New York Stock Exchange (Ticker Symbol: ATE)

Capital 32,363 million yen (As of March 31, 2015)

Consolidated Sales 163,329 million yen (FY2014)

No. of Employees Consolidated: 4,564 (As of March 31, 2015) 

Business Description Semiconductor and Component Test System Business,

 Mechatronics System Business,

 Services, Support and Others

0

FY2010-50

50

100

150

200
（¥B）

0

20

（%）

FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY2014

99.6

6.1

77.5%

3.2

141.0

0.8

88.6%

-2.2

132.9

0.1

89.4%

-3.8

111.9

-36.4

89.1%

-35.5

163.3

14.6

92.0%

12.9

Financial Result (past five years)

40

60

80

100

FY2014 Sales by regions
(Unit:¥B)

FY2014 Sales by segments
(Unit:¥B)

Japan：

13.1（8%）

South Korea：

28.3（17%）

Semiconductor and 
Component Test Systems：

108.3（66%）

Mechatronics 
Systems：

28.3（17%）

Services, Support & 
Others：

26.8（16%）

China：

15.3（9%）

North America：

27.7（17%）

Europe：

9.1（6%）

Others：

13.8（8%）

Taiwan：

56.0（34%）

■Sales  ■Operating income ■Net income ■Overseas sales ratio　 　  　  

Corporate Overview
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1982
 Takeda Systems, Inc.,
 （now Advantest America, Inc.）

1986
 Advantest（Singapore）Pte. Ltd.

1990
 Advantest Taiwan Inc.

1993
 Beijing Office （now Advantest （China） Co., Ltd.）

1986
 Dong-Hwa Advantest Co., Ltd.
 （now Advantest Korea Co., Ltd.）

1983
 Takeda Riken GmbH（now Advantest Europe GmbH）

The TR-3189 105 MHz electroniccounter is
chosen as one of the Nikkan Kogyo Shimbun's

"Top 10 New Products"

Advantest develops world’s first 100MHz IC test system 1979

Gunma Factory built 1984

Advantest builds a new factory in Cheonan, South Korea 2013

TR-6155/6255 digital multimeter 1963

TR-4100 tracking scope 1971

T3340 LSI test system 1982

T5581 memory test system 1995

T2000 SoC test system 2003

Advantest is listed on the New York Stock Exchange （NYSE） 2001

2011

1962

Ikuo Takeda founds Advantest,
then known as Takeda Riken Industries.
First product: Micro Micro Ammeter

1954

The company is listed on the 1st Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
Officially changes name to Advantest Corporation.

Becomes the world’s leading semiconductor test equipment
provider by market share.

（Source: VLSIresearch）

1985

Advantest celebrates its 60th anniversary 2014

Timeline

Advantest acquires American semiconductor
test equipment provider Verigy, Inc.

For sixty years, we’ ve lived up to our commitment to measurement technology.
A look back at our first six decades reveals that Advantest has been consist-
ently in the forefront of identifying technology trends and supplying the prod-
ucts that customers need. Our position today as a trusted provider of high-tech
solutions rests on these achievements, while we continue to build on our track
record for sustainable future growth.
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■ Executive Officer

 Takashi Sugiura
 Takashi Sekino
 Josef Schräetzenstaller
 Makoto Nakahara
 Toshiyuki Okayasu
 CH Wu
 Kazuhiro Yamashita
 Takayuki Nakamura
 Wilhelm Radermacher
 Masuhiro Yamada
 Isao Sasaki
 Keith Hardwick
 Douglas Lefever
 Shunsuke Kato
 Kimiya Sakamoto
 Atsushi Fujita

Executive Officers

Directors

 (As of June 24, 2015)

(As of June 24, 2015)

Representative Director

Shinichiro Kuroe
Director

Osamu Karatsu
Director

Seiichi Yoshikawa
Director

Sae Bum Myung 

Director

Hiroshi Nakamura
Director

Yoshiaki Yoshida
Director

Audit and Supervisory
Committee Member

Yuichi Kurita

Director
Audit and Supervisory
Committee Member

Megumi Yamamuro

Director
Audit and Supervisory
Committee Member

Yasushige Hagio

Management

■ President and CEO
 Shinichiro Kuroe

■ Senior Executive Officer
 Sae Bum Myung

■ Managing Executive Officer

 Hiroshi Nakamura
 Yoshiaki Yoshida
 Hans-Jüergen Wagner
 Soichi Tsukakoshi
 Satoru Nagumo
 Koichi Tsukui
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The Advantest Approach to 
Corporate Governance
Advantest strives to increase operational transparency, achieve 
sustainable growth, and increase our corporate value in line with 
the basic management principles set forth in The ADVANTEST 
Way and the Advantest Code of Conduct, a set of rules and 
standards of behavior that all executives and employees must 
observe. We clearly separate decision-making and audit func-
tions from executive functions, enhancing management efficiency
and transparency. These policies are the foundation of our cor-
porate governance.

Management Structure
The global business environment is changing more rapidly than 
ever before. To continuously increase our corporate value and 
competiveness in today’s world, we emphasize speedy 
decision-making and prompt execution. We also place an 
emphasis on sound, highly transparent business operations in 
compliance with laws and regulations. In order to meet these 
challenges, we set clear limits to the authority derived from each 
management function, and ensure that responsibilities are also 
clearly delineated, while carefully selecting the right person for 
each job.

On June 24th, 2015, Advantest transitioned its governance 
structure to the "company with an audit and supervisory 
committee" format introduced under Japan's Law for Partial 
Amendment to the Companies Act, which took effect on May 1st, 
2015, reinforcing our audit functions, and further enhancing our 
corporate value. Our new governance structure includes a new 
Audit and Supervisory Committee, which works with the board 
of directors and the accounting auditor to oversee management 
functions. This structure adds to the governance functions of our 
executive officer system, which we established in 2003 to boost 
our ability to respond swiftly to dramatic changes in our business 
environment.

Internal Auditing
Advantest has an audit team at our headquarters and at each key 
overseas location, who work together as a global auditing team 
coordinated by the Audit and Supervisory Committee. High-
quality audits performed by local teams with intimate knowledge 
of conditions on the ground, and close cooperation and infor-
mation-sharing throughout the global team, make our internal 
auditing system an effective and unified organization.

To ensure that Advantest’s daily operations conform properly with 

laws and regulations in each region, the global audit team 
conducts audits of operations, compliance, and internal controls, 
evaluating the efficacy of our internal controls system, and when 
necessary, providing hands-on support for improvements.

Additionally, as a listed company on the New York Stock Exchange, 
Advantest is required to comply with the US Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) 
Act. We therefore utilize the COSO framework＊1 and the control 
self-assessment technique＊2 to ensure the efficacy of our controls. 

＊1: COSO framework
This is a framework for internal control proposed by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the 
Treadway Commission（COSO） in 1992. In order to ensure －largely for the benefit of shareholders ‒ that 
internal control is performed systematically over the activities of the manager and all other personnel, internal 
control is defined as having three objectives:①Effectiveness and efficiency of operations, ②reliability of 
financial reporting and ③compliance with applicable laws and regulations, as well as consisting of five 
components: ①Control environment, ②risk assessment, ③ ontrol activities, ④information and communi-
cation and ⑤monitoring. These components are considered to be the standard elements by which to 
measure the effectiveness of internal control.

＊2: Control Self-assessment（CSA）
Control Self AssessmentAn internal control method 
that allows executives and managers directly involved 
in businesses of the entity to assess the effectiveness of 
the entity’s control processes and risk management. 
With this technique, it is expected that risks can be 
identified, and control activities can be assessed and 
improved effectively and efficiently.

Corporate Governance

Board of Directors
Election

Consultation

Proposals

Instructions 
and Directives

Internal
Audits

Election

Election
Independent Auditors

Nomination 
 and 

Compensation
Committee

Audit and 
Supervisory Committee

President and 
Chief Executive Officer

Managing Executive 
Officers Committee

Executive
Officers

Internal Control 
Committee

Disclosure
Committee

Risk Management
Group

Departments and 
group companies 
conducting 

business activities

Auditing
Auditing

Collaboration

Cooperation

Auditing group

Non-Auditor
Directors

Executive Decision-Making
Appointment and 
Supervision

Share-
holders'
Meeting
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Major R&D Facilities Major Factories

 7 Gunma

 8 Saitama

 9 Advantest 
　　 Laboratories Ltd.

 10 Kitakyushu

 1 San Jose

 11 Boeblingen

12 Amerang

 13 Gunma

 9 Sendai

 4 Cheonan

 14 Penang

11
122

14

4
6
5

3

1

4 Advantest Korea Co., Ltd.
 140, 3gongdan 6-ro, Seobuk-gu, Cheonan-si, 
 Chungcheongnam-do, 331-200, South Korea
 TEL: +82-41-901-3900

5  Advantest Taiwan Inc.
 No.15, Guangfu Rd., Hsinchu Industrial Park, 
 Hukou Township, Hsinchu County 30351, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
 TEL: +886-3-597-5888

6 Advantest (China) Co., Ltd.
 C Block, Bldg.3, 168 Huatuo Road, Zhangjiang 
 Hi-Tech Park, Shanghai, China (P.R.C.), 201203
 TEL: +86-21-6163-0000

1 Advantest America, Inc.
 3061 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134, U.S.A.
 TEL: +1-408-456-3600

2 Advantest Europe GmbH
 Stefan-George-Ring 2, 81929 Munich, Germany
 TEL: +49-89-993-12-0

3 Advantest (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. 
 1 Yishun Avenue 7 Singapore 768923
 TEL: +65-6755-2033

　   Head Office

Shin Marunouchi Center Bldg., 1-6-2, 
Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-0005
TEL： +81-3-3214-7500

 Head Office

Regional Headquarters

Major Factories and 

R&D Facilities

Service Locations

Regional Headquarters

Global Network

7
8

13

Japan

10

9

2
11

12

Germany
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